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1. Let a semimartingale X=M +A be given on a probability space (n, 'if, P) with a filtration (~), 
O:s;;;,t:s;;;,T, satisfying usual conditions, where Mis a martingale and A is a predictable process with 
integrable variation. 
It is well known that in the optimal stopping problem for X the stopping rule (time change) (T;), 
O:s;;;,t:s;;;,T, defined as T; =inf(s;;;a=t: v; =Xs)/\T is optimal, where v; =sup1.;; .. .;;rE(X .. I~) is the value 
process. In other words, if for each nonnegative semimartingale 'IJ, which is right-continuous and 
admits left-hand limits, we consider the time change T7 =inf(s;;;a=t: 'lls =O) and corresponding expected 
reward Vl' =E(X .. : I~), then V" = v• when 11= v• - X. This is true, in particular, in the regular case, 
when process X is supposed to be right-continuous and left-quasicontinuous (see [l] for a surway of 
the theory and further generalizations). 
Thus the construction of the optimal stopping rule is connected with the construction of the value 
process. The methods of constructing the value process, are in tum, based on the, so called, character-
ization theorems. The most general supermartingale characterization, is given in the following proposi-
tion. All the semimartingales considered below are right continuous admitting left-hand limits and 
having special decompositions. 
PROPOSITION 1. The process V is the value process if! 
a) Vis a supermartingale (V=M-B, mE'!)R. dB;;;a.O) Vr=Xn· 
b) V;;;a.X (Vi;;;a.X, a.s. O:s;;;,t:s;;;,T); 
c) Vis the minimal process with the properties a) and b). 
Here X denotes the class of martingales and, for convenience, the fact that (predictable) process B is 
increasing is expressed as dB ;;;a.O. 
This characterization is inconvenient because it is often hard to verify the minimality condition c). 
The following variational inequalities allow us to express property c) directly in terms of the process V. 
PROPOSITION 2. The process V is the value process if! 
a) V=m -B, mE0li, dB;;;a.O, Vr=Xr; 
b) V;;;a.X; 
c) dB =lw_ =x_1dB; i.e. the process B increases only on the set (V- =X-)=((t,w): Vi- =X1-). 
In order to impose additional requirements on this characterization, we represent it now as an 
optimality test for the given stopping region s.,, =(11=0) corresponding to some non-negative 
semimartingale 'IJ. 
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PROPOSITION 3. The process V'1 is the value process if 
a) V'1=m11-B'". m11e)R., dB11~0; 
b) V'1~X. 
Combining this statement with the boundary problem for the process V'1, we can formulate the fol-
lowingfree boundary problem. 
PROPOSITION 4. The semimartingale V = m - B and the time change ( r7), 0 ~ t ~ T, are the value pro-
cess and optimal stopping rule respectively if! 
a) dB~O; 
b) V>X on the set (71>0); 
c) Vis a solution of boundary problem 
1111 . >oidV = 1111 >01dm, V = X on the set (71=0), VT=XT. 
Obviously condition a) may be written as 1111 =oidB~O. 
The aim of reduction of condition a) to the smooth fit condition can be explained as follows. The 
coincidence V = X on the stopping region S 11 does not imply of course the coincidence 
1111 _ =oidB = - 1111 _ =oidA. However, roughly speaking. on the essential part of S 11 it might be possible 
to verify condition a) directly in terms of the process A given apriority, and hence the verification of 
a) can be reduced to a certain 'small' subset as 11 close to the continuation region { 11 >0}. 
2. To throw more light to the above reasoning, we present now the example of discrete time case, 
though the natural generalization of the smooth fit conditions on a boundary for diffusion processes 
([2], [3]) will be given in Corollary 2 below. 
Let the process X be stepwise constant, X, =Xk!!i• k!l~t<(k + l)!l, k =O, ... , Till; fl>O. Then, of 
course, all processes S 11 will be stepwise constant and can be considered only at points 
t = 0, !l, ... , TI !l. 
By Proposition 1 the value process v• is a least solution of the inequality 
V1 -1 ~max(X1 -1. E(VrlFi-d). VT=XT, (I) 
while Proposition 2 determines it as a unique solution of the Wald-Bellman equation 
V1-1 = max(X,-1.E(V11F1-i)), VT=XT. (2) 
In fact, conditions a), b) are equivalent to (1), while condition c) with !l.B1= V1_ 1-E(V1jF1_i) leads 
to (2). 
Propositon 4 tells us that the processes V and 11 can be found by solving the recurrent equation 
with boundary conditions 
Vr-1 = 1111, ,=O]Xr-1 +1111, ,>01E(V,jF1-d. VT=XT; 
1111,_, =01( V1-1 - E(V,!Fr-d)~O; (Vr - X1)l111,>01 >0. (3) 
It is convenient now to represent the backward recurrent equation (3) as a stochastic difference equa-
tion. Denote by t the process determined by the jumps 
We have 
flt1 = E(!l(V1 - X1)l111,_, =O. 11,>01!F1). (4) 
flV1 = l111,.,>0JflM1+l111, ,=01flA1+flt1. VT=XT 
0 ~ l111,.,=01flt1 =0~ -(1-/111,.,>0. v, ,>X, ,1)M1. (5) 
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Thus for the process V we have obtained the stochastic equation with an 'unknown' martingale part 
M (which obviously is uniquely determined by the boundary condition VT=XT at the right end of the 
time interval), and with a unknown (predictable) process t satisfying the boundary conditions, which 
can be, in turn rewritten separately 
ti.f1 ;;;;-. 0, 1[11,_ 1>0. v,_1..;x,_11M1.;;;;0, (majorising property), 
Af ,,;;;; -1111,-1 =01M1, 
Af1 = 1111,-1 =01Af1, 
(supermartingality ), 
(minimality) . 
It is seen from the expression (4) that the verification of boundary conditions can be restricted to the 
subset of s11 
as 11 = (111-1 =O, P(111>0l111-d>O). 
In fact Af=1as,Af. and 8B=-M-1[11 _=oiM=-M on the set S 11 \as 11 . In other words it suf-
fieses to verify the conditions 
(J[s, \as,1+1111_ >o. v,_1..;x,_11)M1 .;;;;o a.s., 0.;;;;1.;;;;T, 
and 
0.;;;;~1 .;;;; -M 1 a.s. relative to the measure µ,11, (6) 
where µ,11 is Dolean's measure associated with the increasing process 
e = "'\:11 --1 ..(.J 111.-1-0.11,>0J· 
S~l 
Thus, the problem of obtaining the boundary condition for the general case considered below, can be 
viewed as a generalization of (6). 
3. Note that the process V11 does not depend on the choice of the process 11 within the class of 
equivalent processes, i.e. the nonnegative semimartingales ij for which 11;;,=oi=1111,=oJ• a.s., O.;;;;t.;;;;T. 
Hence we can suppose IJ!7-X1l.;;;;111• choosing, if nessesary, the new process ij=11+IV11-XI. In the 
forthcoming we shall assume 
~ jAXsj<oo. 
s..;T 
THEOREM I. The process V11 satisfies the equation 
dV11 = dM 11 +1[11 _ =01dA +de(V11-X, 11), vq.=XT, (7) 
where 
e( V'l - X, 11) = L(V'l - X, 11)+ e1( V'l - X, 11), 
with 
I 
L1(V11-X,11) = lim£- 1 jl[11,..;,Jd<V11-X,11>~, 
..... o 0 
and 
ef( V11=X,11) = (~1111,_ =o. 11,>01AU1- X:s ));_ 
(Here and elsewhere below < V'l-X, 11>" = < V'lc-x<, 11c> is the square mutual characteristic of con-
tinuous martingale parts of V11 - X and 11; ( 'f denotes the dual predictable projection). 
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PROOF. For £>0 consider the process Z~=£- 1 (£-1J1)(J17-X1 ). Evidently lim,__.0 Z~= 
l111,=01(V7-X1)=0. We shall apply the integral representation formula for the positive part of the 
semimartingale Y ([4]) 
I I I I Yt =Yd+ j[J[r,_>OJ+2/[r,_=OJ)dys+2L?(y)+ ~(d(y)/-[/[r,->01+2/lr,-=Oj]dys), 
0 s,,,;;;r 
where L 0(y) is the local time spent at 0. 
We have 
s::s;;.1 
Applying this we obtain 
I 
Zi = ZtJ +£-I j (£-1]5 -)+ d(V'J- Xs)+ ~£-I d(f-1))5+_ d(V"- X)s 
0 s,,,;;;r 
I I 
-£- 1 f U111,«J ++1111.=•1)d< V" - X, 1J>" -£- 1 f (V'J_ - Xs->U111.-«J 
0 0 
I 
+; 1111,_ =•J)d1Js +(21T 1 j(V'J-X5 )dL~(1J)+C 1 ~(V'J- - X5 -)[d(£-1]5 )+ 
0 s,,,;;;r 
I 
-(1(71,_ ,,,;;;,j +2/1'1,- =•J)d'IJsJ. 
Now using the relations 
I 
j l111,=•1d< V"-X, 1J>~ = 0, 
0 
it is easily seen that 
(j 1111,_ =01d(V"-X)J = i:(V"-X, 1J). 
0 
It remains to show that the process 
I 
f 1111.- >01dV'J 
0 
is a martingale. In fact this follows from the general results on balayages ([5]). Indeed 
V7 = E(XT;l£1 ) = m1 +E(AT;l£1 ) = m1 +m/+Af, 
where m, m' are martingales, and the predictable projection Ah of the process AT; has the variation 
increasing only on the set((!, w): /1 =t) C(1J- =O), where /1 = sup(s<t: 1Js =O). D 
It should be noted also that the process~ can be chosen so that I 1ij,=oi=I111,=oJ a.s. 0..;;1..;;T, and 
besides 
(~r- =O) = Ur=t)U(1Jr- =O, 1J1=0), 
by taking 
~1 = E(C.,: -C11£1) 
with a strongly increasing process C. 
4. We shall now present all the above mentioned characterizations of the value process. 
THEOREM 2. The following statements are equivalent 
a) v; = sug E(X.,jF1 ); 
t<;,-r-T 
b) v• is the minimal solution of the equation 
dV = dm -dB, v;;;;,x, Vr=Xr. m E0R.. dB~O; 
c) v• is the unique solution of the equation 
dV = dm -dB, V;;;;,X, Vr=Xr, mE0R., O~dB=l[V_=X_JdB; 
d) v• is the maximal solution of the equation 
dV = /(V_>x_1dm + l(V_ =X 1dA +dK, Vr=Xr. mE0R.. O~dK::::J(V_ =X_JdK; 
e) v• is the unique solution of the equation 
dV = /(V_>x_1dm +I1v_=X_JdA +dK, Vr=Xr, mE0R., 
O~dK=I1v_ =X_JdK~ -l[V_ =x_1dA. 
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PROOF. b) is just a supermartingale characterization. Let us prove c) which t:xpresses the variational 
inequalit_ies considered for diffusion processes in [6]. As the time change Tf -x is optimal we have 
v• = vv -x. By Theorem 1 v• satisfies the equation c). On the other hand, if Vis a solution of c), 
then Vis a supermartingale with V~ X. Hence V~ V" for each '11· But for the time change 
T~ = inf(s~t: V5 ~X5 +£)VT 
we have 
(8) 
Thus V = v•, and c) is proved. 
To proved d) note that. for each solution of equation d) we have the estimation (8). Thus V ~ v•. 
At the same time v• = vv - x is a solution of d) and, besides, by v•;;;;, X we have 
dK - = Iiv_ =x_id(V* -x);;;;,o. 
Finally v• satisfies the equation e) (the last inequality in the boundary conditions is connected with a 
supermartingality property). If Vis a solution of e), then the process V - X satisfies the relation 
d(V-X) = Iw. >X-Jd(V-X)+dK, Vr = Xr. 
from which it is easily seen that v;;;;, X. Thus by d) we have V ~ v• and hence V = v*. D 
The decomposition of the increasing process B = - v· +m in the form dB= -11.,,_ =oidA -dK with 
dK;;;;,O was established in [7] for a more general class of processes X. 
5. The connection should be mentioned of this theorem with characterization properties of reflecting 
processes, especially with Skorohod's (direct) equation. 
PROPOSITION 5. The following statements are equivalent 
a) vl = SUf> Xs; 
Oo;,s<;;t 
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b) V is the minimal solution <f the equation 
dV = dB, dB?:?-0, V0 =X0 , V?:?-X; 
c) Vis the unique solution of the equation 
dV = dB, V?:?-X, V0 =Xo. O~dB =!iv =x 1dB; 
d) Vis the maximal solution of the equation 
dV = liv =X 1DX +dt Vo =Xo. O~dt=Iw =X 1dt; 
e) Vis the unique solution of the equation 
dV = liv =X 1dX +dt, Vo =Xo. O~dt lrv =X 1dX +dt?:?-0. 
In particular, the process X1 = V1 - X1 expresses the instantaneous reflection of the process ( - X,) 
from the zero boundary, and a)~ a generalization of Levy's expression for the reflected Wiener pro-
cess (X = - W). For the process X c) is Skorokhod's equation ([8], [9]) 
dX = dX +dB, X?:?-0. Xo =O. O~dB =l(x =oidB. (9) 
Characterization property d) was noted in [ 10] for Ito processes. 
Using e) we can derive 
COROLLARY l. For continuous process X=M+A, if varA is dominated by <M> (varA<<<M>), 
then the process X is the unique solution of the boundary problem 
T 
Iix>oidX = Iix>o1dm, X?:?-0, Xo =O. J lix=oid<M> =O. (10) 
0 
In fact, since X?:?-0, we have dX=lix>oidX +dL0 (X). Comparing this with e) and (9), and having 
in mind that 
lix=oidM + Iix=oidA +dt?:?-O 
implies lix=oid<M>=O, and hence lix=oidA =O, we obtain t=L0(X). D 
Thus the process X is characterized by the fact that it spends zero time (measured in terms of 
<M>) on the boundary. 
6. Returning to the stopping problem expressed by (in some sense dual to Proposition 5) properties of 
Theorem 2, we shall derive the assertion which can be viewed as a dual analogy of Corollary I. 
We show meanwhile that there is a nonnegative semi martingale 11 such that 
var t:(V'1- X, 11) << t:(11, 11). (I I) 
In fact it suffices to take 
~1 = E(C,; -C1IF1) 
with a certain increasing predictable process C such that var A <<C. This is easily seen by relating to 
increasing process B the process 
11f = E(BT; -B1jF1) 
with the differential d11B=11,,•>oidmB+dt:(11B,11B), mBE:!R.. For B1, B2, with d(B 1 -B2)?:?-0, we have 
11B' =11B' +11B' -B' and hence 
f<1IB' • l/B') >> t(_l/B' • l/B' ). 
The general case B2 <<B 1 is treated in the same manner by introducing the decomposition 
'.lC 
B2 = ~ Iu,i+ IJ',,;;b<n •1b. BI+ Iw; .. qb. BI. 
11=1 
where b =dB2 IdB 1 (i.e. B2 =b·B 1 ). Obviously, for each n 
t(11B", 11B") << t(11B'. l/B' ). 
where B 11 =I[(n+l)',,;;b<n 'Jb·B 1, which leads to (11). Combining the statements e) of Theorems 
and 2 we obtain 
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COROLLARY 2. Let 11=11c with var A <<C and µ11 , µc be Dolean's measures associated with the 
processes f<11, 11) and C respectively. Furthermore, let µ11 = µJ + µ~ be the decomposition of the measure µ.11 
on the singular and regular parts with respect to the measure µc. Then the process V'1 is the value process 
iff 
l) V'1 >X on the set (11>0); 
2) de( V'1- X, 11)! df(11. 11) = 0 µ.J a.e. (12) 
O~dt'(V'1-X, 11)/dC~ -dA!dC, (11- =0)-11c a.e. 
Thus if µ.11 = µJ, the boundary conditions reduce to the smooth fit condition (12) and the condition 
dA!dC~O (11- =0)-µ.c a.e. 
For continuous processes with the integral representation property for martingales, the connection 
of condition (12) with classical Stefan's problem becomes more implicit. 
Let X, 11 be continuous and let there exist the continuous mutually orthogonal martingales 
M;, l~i~n, such that the martingale parts m 11 , M, N in the decomposition of semimartingales 
V'l, X, 11 are represented as integrals 
m11 = ~lf/·M;, X=~<tl·M;, N=~;-M;. 
For simplicity suppose <M;>=C. l~i~n. We need to require below that the processes lf;,<[>,g have 
limits on the boundary within the continuation region (11>0). 
For some process Z denote by Z + and z- the upper and lower limits 
zt = lim ess SUD Z5 , z1- = lim ess inf 2 50 
<-+0 Is -11<< <-->0 Is -11,,;;< 
where ess sup (ess inf) is taken with respect to the measure µc. 
COROLLARY 3. Let 
l) if+ =If;-=~. </>+ =cp- =~. g+ =g- =g µ11 a.e. 
2) ~cg')2 >0 µ11 a.e. 
i 
Then the process V'1 is the value process if 
a) dA!dC ~ 0 (11=0)-µc a.e. 
b) V'1?.Xontbeset(11>0)a.s. 
c) ~(if' -cp;)g1 =O µ11 a.e. 
PROOF. It is easily verified that µc a.e. processes If;+, q,+ .g+ (o/- .</>- ,g-) are uppersemicontinuous 
(lowersemicontinuous) in t and hence 
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t 
~ j ~((l[)-gi)gi /~(gi)11)+ dL~(T/). 
0 i i 
This and the similar inequality with lower limits, together with assumption l) implies c). Furthermore, 
since lr11=oid<N> =O, the measure µ11 is singular w.r.t. the measure µ<N > and, hence, by assump-
tion 2) w.r.t. the measure µc too. D , 
The smooth fit condition expressed a~ 1/;.,; =c/JT; was obtained in (11) for Ito processes X. 
7. THE EXAMPLE OF A DIFFUSION PROCESS 
Let g be a Markov diffusion process with a nonsingular diffusion metrix B(x)B*(x), xER<n>, and with 
a density function q~(t,y), x,yER<11 >, corresponding to an initial condition g0 =X. As for the mar-
tingales Mi, l~i~n. we can consider the Wiener process w =B- 1(g}·g. Moreover, here 
X1 =ip(g1). v:1 =v 11(1,g,), T/1 =G(1,g1), 
where ip and G;;;;.O are smooth functions, and 
v11(t,x) = Exip(r./). 
The stopping region can be defined in terms of the set l'D1 = (x: G(t,x)=O). In fact S 11 = ((t, w): g, EuD1 ). Let C1 =t. Evidently 
..Pr = B* (g,)\7 v11 (t,g, ), <P1 =B* (g, )\7 ip(g1 ), g1 = B* (g1 )\7 G(1,g1). 
It suffices here to restrict the integration operator corresponding to the measure µ11 to the class of 
processes represented as F(t, g1 ) for some measurable function F(t,x ), x ER< 11 >, O~t ~ T. It is easily 
calculated, for fixed initial conditions fu = X, that 
T T j j F(1,g1)µ11(dt, dw) = Exf F(1,g1)dL?(11)=1im j j F(t,y). 
[0.T!XO O ,_.o OR'"' 
t:- 1 /[G(l.yl«lqx(t,y)(\7 G(t,y), B(y)B*(y)\7 G(t,y))dydt = 
T I 
= j j F(t.y)(\7 G(t,s), \7 G(t,y))- 2 (\7 G(t,s), B(y)B* (y)\7 G(t,y))qx(t,y)da(y)dt, 
0 aD, 
where aD1 is a boundary and the integral with respect to d<I(y) is understood as the surface integral 
over aD1• 
Now, assume: 
I) The functions B, \7 ip, \7 G, \7 v 11 are continuous on aD,, 
2) (\7 G, \7 G)>O on D,. 
If, in addition, the density function is also positive and continuous on aD,, then the smooth fit condi-
tion c) of Corollary 3 reduces to the pointwise equality condition 
(\7(v 11 -<p), BB*'VG)(t,x) = 0, xEaDt, O~t~T. 
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